
Subject: Re: Trojan.Peacomm
Posted by puddle_splasher on Fri, 23 Mar 2007 11:44:34 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Jerad Gray wrote on Thu, 22 March 2007 10:13Dave Anderson wrote on Thu, 22 March 2007
07:25Warez is pirating software.
Yes, and 2+2=4.
We all know that \/\/arez is pirating software, but I also know that if we type \/\/arez correctly
spelled enough we will pop up on the first page of google when ever people are looking for their
CD hacks, and other cheats. We don’t need any more cheaters than there are already posting
on these forums (Notice how I made the “W” on \/\/arez four symbols \/\/).

OMFG!!! 

I tell someone to use Zone Alarm as an anti virus and now I am accused of being a cheat?

How do you come to that conclusion?

Once again I come across the fountain of knowledge. 

You state "We all know", well I am sorry to inform you that I still do not have a clue what you are
talking about, nor do I have any wish to comprehend what your symbols mean.

What I sincerely tried and intended was to give someone that had problems with his PC, a
possible solution to remedy the matter.

However, as has, come to be expected from a certain few people, every post becomes a target to
flame people as they give assistance, even if it is "in your eyes" bad assistance.

I wonder why people are brave enough to attempt to give aid on this forum, but then again, I
wonder what "kicks" people like you actually get from flaming those same players that offer help
only to be called cheats.

ps. Notice that my post has never mentioned anything about any cheats, but, if you are correct!!!
Then you have just directed the cheats on an easier way to cheat using YOUR symbols. 

NOW! Is flaming me a cover story for YOU to tell all your buddies how to cheat or are you just
being pathetic and paranoid because someone uses Zone Alarm to keep his PC clean?
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